
Support group
attendance 254

 
  46 new participants

We are thrilled to roll out our new education curriculum and continue developing this
programming.
CRC for ED's Executive Director is serving as the NEDA Network Chair, engaging our NC
nonprofit on a national level.
The organization's new volunteer programming has solid infrastructure, systems, and over 44
active volunteers.
Hiring a program assistant, our first part-time employee, is allowing us to expand our reach and
grow our services. 
Our leadership has developed a new Vision, Guiding Principles, and Strategic Plan.  Please take
a look at our website to get to know who we are...

 

 

Professional
development &

community
outreach

over 1,543 
participants

34% increase
in funds raised

through our
annual campaign
and 61% with our

annual fundraising
breakfast

 

Helpline
supported
over 117

individuals 

13th Annual HEAL
Conference

SOLD OUT again!
*two weeks in

advance this year &
with a 1/2 day added

to the schedule*

 49% increase
in treatment

center partner 
& corporate
sponsorship 

Sharing some of our 2019-
20 accomplishments, COVID-19

adjustments, and hopes with you!

Also noteworthy:



CRC for ED is vital as the only nonprofit in NC providing services for those afflicted and their families. 
Our education and outreach are making a difference for the professionals and the community.  In late
February we hosted a sold-out HEAL Conference, then quickly adapted and transformed our
organization to align with our state's Stay Home order.  Trauma takes root in our bodies; an eating
disorder is isolating in the best of times; coping with the unknown is a hindrance to healing.  For each and
all of these reasons, our Center is essential now, more than ever!  Our director, Simone Seitz, has worked
diligently and compassionately to provide services virtually and through our Helpline has continued
providing much-needed resources across our state.  Your gifts have enabled this response and we are
most grateful for your continued support.  
Thank YOU!  Dianna

Because of  you, we are able to continue developing and 
connecting resources to assist and advocate for those 

impacted by eating disorders!

828.337.4685  |  crcfored.com  |   50 S. French Broad Ave., #250, Asheville, NC 28801

COVID-19 and a note from our founder, Dianna Goodman:

Moving to our home offices has not affected our commitment to the  CRC for ED mission. We
continue providing education, resources, and support and are adapting as needed - this includes
offering virtual services and implementing on-line awareness and fundraising campaigns.  If you
are not receiving our newsletter, we encourage you to sign-up to stay connected with us
throughout the year.  Please see the upper right-hand corner of our website for that link.
 

As we continue to
develop our education
programming, we hope
to increase resources &

hire a part-time
outreach coordinator

 

Hopes...
 

Our strategic plan

includes offering more

services on-line.  COVID-

19 jump-started this

process for some of our

programming and we hope

to ramp-up  donations to

increase accessibility

through our IT capacity

plan

Providing free eating
disorders assessments
is on the radar for our

next strategic plan and
our hope is to raise and

allocate funds for a
contract clinician

The CRC for ED team
is so looking forward
to in-person services
again & we hope our
contributors feel our
gratitude and those

we serve feel our
support...


